
 

Seahorse and pipefish study opens window to
marine genetic diversity
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The direction of ocean currents can determine the direction of gene flow
in rafting species, but this depends on species traits that allow for rafting
propensity. This is according to a City College of New York study
focusing on seahorse and pipefish species. And it could explain how high
genetic diversity can contribute to extinction in small populations.

Published in the British-based journal "Proceedings of the Royal Society
B," the paper by City College scientists led by Michael Hickerson and
Laura Bertola is entitled: "Asymmetrical gene flow in five co-distributed
syngnathids explained by ocean currents and rafting propensity."

It reveals that ocean circulation driving macro-algal rafting is believed to
serve as an important mode of dispersal for many marine organisms.
This leads to predictions on population-level genetic connectivity and the
directionality of effective dispersal.

The CCNY Division of Sciences researchers used genome-wide single
nucleotide polymorphism data to investigate whether gene flow
directionality in two seahorses (Hippocampus) and three pipefishes
(Syngnathus) follows the predominant ocean circulation patterns in the
Gulf of Mexico and northwestern Atlantic. They also explored whether
gene flow magnitudes are predicted by traits related to active dispersal
ability and habitat preference.

"We inferred demographic histories of these co-distributed syngnathid
species, and coalescent model-based estimates indicate that gene flow
directionality is in agreement with ocean circulation data that predicts
eastward and northward macro-algal transport," said Hickerson.
"However, the magnitude to which ocean currents influence this pattern
appears strongly dependent on the species-specific traits related to
rafting propensity and habitat preferences."

The study, he said, highlights how the combination of population
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genomic inference together with ocean circulation data can help explain
patterns of population structure and diversity in marine ecosystems.

  More information: Laura D. Bertola et al, Asymmetrical gene flow in
five co-distributed syngnathids explained by ocean currents and rafting
propensity, Proceedings of the Royal Society B: Biological Sciences
(2020). DOI: 10.1098/rspb.2020.0657
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